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Sulzer and Tamturbo join forces in high-speed compression
Sulzer and Tamturbo will together bring the benefits of high-speed technology in
air compression to customers that need intrinsically safe oil-free air. The target is
to replace existing technologies such as oil-free screw compressors in these
applications. The global agreement between the companies covers sales to all
industries, focusing on Sulzer’s key industries such as pulp and paper, food,
metals, mining and chemical processing.
Sulzer has used high-speed technology in its products for more than 20 years. The
HST™ turbo compressor is the market leader in low-pressure compression e.g. in
wastewater treatment applications. With this cooperation, Sulzer is tapping into a similar
technological transformation in industrial air compression that happened in the lowpressure blower market from 1996 onwards.
Tamturbo as a company focuses on the industrial oil-free compressed air market.
The high-efficiency turbo compressors developed and manufactured by Tamturbo
produce oil-free air that does not contaminate the product. They typically supply 3-10 bar
pressure to industrial compressed air networks ─ at the lowest possible total cost of
ownership.
The core of the cooperation agreement is the high-speed technology with active
magnetic bearings. The application of variable frequency electrical supply and advanced
control technologies also plays an important role in the products. The flow mechanics are
optimized by advanced calculation to make sure no energy is wasted. The HSR line of
high-speed turbo compressors that Sulzer launched in December 2018 builds on this
advanced technology (sulzer.com/hsr).
Sulzer’s long experience in product development, thorough customer application
knowhow and extensive marketing and sales channels combined with Tamturbo’s agility
to develop innovative technologies and validate them in different applications are the
cornerstones for bringing high-tech products for high-speed compression to the market.
“We are happy to provide the necessary backbone and muscle to our customers’ effort to
save energy, provide safe and clean air to the processes, and to make sure that
unnecessary breakdowns and hefty maintenance bills are history in the field of oil-free
compressed air.“ Saku Vanhala, Product Portfolio Manager at Sulzer
“The cooperation with Sulzer to transform the industrial air compressor market by
combining our accumulated capabilities will bring financial, environmental and reliability
benefits to customers globally. We see strong potential in accelerating the technology
disruption with Tamturbo’s sustainable products also in the industrial medium-pressure
compressor market.” Olli Kuismanen, Director, Partnerships at Tamturbo
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About Sulzer
Sulzer's core strengths are flow control and applicators. We specialize in pumping solutions and services
for rotating equipment, as well as separation, mixing and application technology. Our customers benefit
from a network of over 180 production and service sites in 50 countries around the world. Sulzer has been
headquartered in Winterthur, Switzerland, since 1834. In 2018, we achieved sales of more than CHF 3.4
billion with around 15'500 employees. Our shares are traded on the SIX Swiss Exchange (SIX: SUN).
www.sulzer.com
About Tamturbo
Tamturbo was started in 2010 around the founding idea that the world needs a more
environmentally friendly alternative to producing compressed air – we cannot continue wasting our most
valuable resources, energy and environment. Our unique technological advances combined with ingenious
engineering work has brought to life a range of compressors that far surpasses the legacy technologies
both in performance and in significantly lower life cycle cost. Our technology is delivered in cooperation
with multiple partner channels, the first units having been in 24/7 operation since early 2016 with full
reliability and zero maintenance. Our Touch-Free™ technology enables reliable and fully oil-free design
and eliminates risks of compressed air contamination. In the end, we provide exactly what is needed – Just
Air. www.tamturbo.com
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This document may contain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, projections of financial
developments, market activity, or future performance of products and solutions containing risks and
uncertainties. These forward-looking statements are subject to change based on known or unknown risks
and various other factors that could cause actual results or performance to differ materially from the
statements made herein.
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